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International Conference on Digital Economy: Challenges &Opportunities

MERI organised two day conference on digital Economy: Challenges & Opportunities. topic has been 

chosen keeping in mind the larger perspective of ‘Digital India’, Honourable, Prime Minister, Shri  

Narendra Modi, has in mind. 

The conference was in collaboration with Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology &co 

sponsored by Punjab National Bank. The two day conference was divided in to seven technical 

sessions  namely Transformation of Business Models, Digital Business Innovations, 

Technical Aspect of Digital Economy, Digital Culture & Inclusion, Emerging Trends in 

Digital Economy ,Digital Marketing, Legal Challenges  & Solution (Government 

Policies, Cyber law , IPR )

The Guests for the Inaugration were Sh. Shakti Sinha Director Nehru Memorial Library 

and Dr Omkar Rai Director STP Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology . 

While Dr Omkar talked about the pace at which digitization is taking place in India through  

various government initiatives like National Optical Fiber Network(NOFN) and Aadhar 

based Payment systems for Digital empowerment and Dr Shakti Sinha emphasized on 

understanding the mindset of common people  and absorbing the new Idea as fast as you can 

before others do it  to avoid bankruptcy as  digitization is industrial  revolution 4.0

We received an overwhelming response around 80 papers were received from national & 

international  Universities  like University of Texas at Dallas USA, Western Michigan University, 

USA , university of Pune, Mewar university etc. various keynote speakers from  Institutes like JNU, 

IIT, IIM, MDI and industry leaders from HCL, IBM, Sedulity and advocates from High Court and 

Supreme court of India shared their  research work and thoughts. To mention few of them are

 

Disruptive Innovation are taking place in the digital world and lot of start ups are booming but the 

mantra of success is to take a pinch of innovation as explained by Dr. Nakul Gupta Of MDI .People 

in India still trust e-commerce platforms more than M commerce which has forced lot of 

organizations like Myntra to shift from  only Mobile app transactions to Online transactions too  as 

per the experimental study conducted by Prof. Moutsy Maity of IIM lucknow.Dr Arpan Kar,IIT 

Delhi  Discussed the importance  of Data analytics for understanding the customer requirements in 

this digital era. Dr Sapna Rakesh, Director IMS Ghaziabad talked about the transformation of 

business models due to digitization through various  interesting cases of Lanche Airlines, Amazon 



Go, Air BNB and Coursera etc.Prof Girish nath Jha ,JNU emphasized that until unless we do not 

create corpus of various languages spoken in India making Digital India a reality would be difficult 

for a diverse country like India. Mr. Harjas Popli of IBM Netsol Ltd. Discussed the Human Aspect 

of Digitisation and the challenges the HR departments are facing he further emphasized that 

digitization has made our lives easy and has lead to integration of HR systems through which the HR 

managers can make consolidated portfolios of employees using Cloud.  Dr Leena A Kaushal  

Professor  of Economics, MDI Gurgaon talked about  platform economy whereby one of the side 

either customer or seller is subsidized to capture the market. Dr Anup Girdhar, CEO of Sedulity 

beware the audience about the dark side of digitization that’s the threats of data breach and privacy 

issues. Mr Pawan Duggal  Advocate Supreme Court of India in a very lighter way explained that 

there are mainly two revolutions in India one Selfie Revolution and the other data vomiting revolution 

and cyber laws still at a very nascent stage in country has aggravated the cyber crimes. 

 The chief guest for the valediction was Sh. Syed Shah Nawaz Hussain Former Union cabinet 

Minister and National spokes person of BJP, he emphasized on the pros and cons of digitization and 

how everything becomes viral in few seconds in this digital era. He shared his own experiences as a 

student and motivated students to explore and study hard for a successful career. 

The students of MERI showcased their innovative application of e-gram,an automatic dispensing 

machine  which uses the cloud and eKYC of the beneficiary in rural areas and accordingly dispenses 

the amount of ration (PDS) the person is eligible for, which was appreciated a lot by Honorable Shah 

Nawaz ji and audiences.

Finally we can summarize that  Digitization is happening at a very fast pace with IOT( Internet of 

Things), machine learning and  Artificial Intelligence being the future but before that people need to 

change their mindset for digital adoption and strict cyber laws are required for Digital Inclusion.


